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SUIVjJVIARY 

1he C1D continued to suffer from low morale and a c 
sorientation. lViuj t s absence in ItJashington during most of 

the period covered no doubt accou.nted in important degree for 
this state of affairs. The absence of other leaders at the ILO 
and ICFTU conferences probably also contributed, though u.pon 
return criticisms by Cofino and Rubiera of the failure to call 
the IX Congress did not help matters. The return of Pascasio 
Lineras and Marco Hirigoyen from Miami exile was the occasion 
for another public spat between GTC leaders .. Hirigoyen·has set 
about industriously building his labor fences and preparing the 
way for the return of Prio to Cuba. In union matters Hirigoyen, 
Cofino, and Rubiera were cooperating. Rubiera was taking a 
leading part also in the political ~Iovimiento de la Nacion .. 
Rolando lViasferrer with his Wlovimiento Sindicalista Radical con
tinued his attacks on the C1~ leadership but without much apparent 
success. His newspaper Tiempo seemed to offer some confirmation 
to reports that his object was to have the CTC intervened. The 
Partido de Union Radical was in political limbo as a result of 
being thrown out of the government coalition.~ 

While there was considerable demand for-the holding of 
the IX GTC congress, it did not appear that it \vould be held 
very soon and perhaps not till next year.. Despite attacks on 
Mujal and. the rest of the GTC leadership. his own position 
appeared-Secure, for many, even among his critics, agreed that 
Mujal was the only man to head the GTC in the present circumstances. 

Mujalts lieutenants seemed to feel that his plans called 
for thefor-mation of a labor party and a bid for the presidency 
of the republic at some time in the future. Mujal himsel£, however, 
scouted the possibility of forming a labor party in a talk with 

'an Embassy officer. 

The CTC International 'Secretary was elected President of 
ORIT. Besides attending , the congresses of this organization and 
of the IGFTU, the CTC sent a mission to Chile and planned a one
man mission to Honduras and Guatemala. Mujal and numerous other 
. G TC leaders spent considerable time in Washington from Jl.iay 1 to 
July 31 presenting Cuba's case before the House Agricultural 
Committee and to influential Americans. 

The GTC declared a ban on raw sugar shipments from the mills 
of the Cuban-American. Sugar Mills in Cuba or to that GompanyIs 
mills in the United Sta.tes.This action was taken on the request 
of the GIO for actioRli:n thy with strikers at the Godchaux 
and Golonialmills orin Louisiana. In declaring the 
ban the' eTC s~pported Cuba in the matter' 

I.· ~f United S The Guban government wClS not I 
~isposed to 
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Many employers were scounting the compulsory checkoff 
retaining the proceeds pending a definitive court ruling & C 
notes are given on Jose Perez Gonza.lez and IJiarco Hirigoyen.. ej 
Jimenez Jorda.no added to the list of trade unionists elected to 
the Cuban congress last November. 

The anti-Co~nunist campaign and current CO~llunist tactics are 
discussed.. The object of the latter seems to be nunity" any price. 
It is suggested that this is a world-wide line .. 

The final settlement of the Consolidated Railroads case provided 
for the laying off of additional men (almost 700 instead of 600) 
vii th consequent adjustments being made in pay for time not actually 
made. 'I'he settlement was kept secret" Behind the Bank Workers strike 

.lay an intra-union rivalry in which the new Secretary of the Hab~na 
Provincial Federation was trying to improve on the achievement of his 
predecessor, the very competent and well thought of Domingo Lamadrid. 
The IvJ:inister of Labor expressed his coni'idential opinion that there 
was much merit in the Bank Workers' case. 

Jo Luis Martinez, Secretary General of the Sugar Workers 
and a group have bought the newspaper La Campana Cubana. Still feel
ing his way as·· an editor, Martinez is believed to have acquired the 
paper to further his political ambitions.. The Gastronomicos' Hotel 

'is now expected to rise fast .. Francisco Aguirre feared that the 
cost might exceed .everything so far estimated. He had plans i'or 
training union members in the United States and Switzerland to run 
the hotel. Salomon Deer, whose arrest had set off dii'ficulties with 
the union l~aders at the Naval Base, was found guilty and fined and 
imprisone~by a Cuban court. 

The law on Retirement. Funds was amended by the Congress, chiefly 
so that people could continue collecting pensions from more than 
one Fund. The amended law also attempted to diminish the chances of 
much needed reform of the entire system. An official report exposed 
many weaknesses and, shortcomings of the present system. Bulk load
ing of sugar was successfully inaugurated and seemed likely to stay. 
To forestall economy dismissals and a wage cut, the Aviation Workers 
arrived at an agreement to buy $4,000,000 of Cubana de Aviacion stock .. 
The Ministry of Labor's Directory of Statistics planned to issue more 
figures but had not yet begun regular publication. A report was 
received of an Argentine offer to finance a new Cuban labor group. 
While professing an identity of views with ORIT the supposed 
Argentine emissary did not want the group to engage in propaganda 
for that organization. 

L 
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I - THE GTC 

no 
since the preparation of the last report 

ser~es 955 of March 31, 1955). If anything, 
been worse, with more of the top union leaders sniping 
other in the press and a certain dejection or disorientation 
prevailing among less important leaders~ 

MUJ fS absence from Cuba on his sugar mis 
United States during most of May, June and July and an apparent 
apathy on his part while he was in charge of the CTC in April, 
contributed to the malaise. The absence of ~tigas, Cofino, 
Aguirre, Gonzalez Tellechea, Rubiera, Perez Gonzalez and others 
in Europe at the IGFTU and ILO conferences for more than a 
month, also deprived the movement of leadership, but the return 
of these men did little to improve the situation; for Rubiera, 
who is now acting very much the politician rather than the 
labor leader, and Cofino quickly called for the holding of the 
IX National Congress, intones which could not but reflect on 
Mujal and his leadershipo 

Discord was aggravated with the return to Cuba of Pascasio 
LINERAS and Marco HIRIGOYEN from their Miami exile at Priots 
side.· Late in Max) after the prisons had released their amnestied 
political offenders, and as exiled oppositionists streamed back 
to Cuba, Mujal dispatched a GTC delegation to Miami to expostUlate 
with Lineras and Hirigoyen regarding the inadvisability of their 
returning to Cuba for some months. Lineras, no doubt after 
consulting with Prio, returned to Cuba in about a week. (For 
information on Lineras, see Embassy's despatch 168 of August 16, 
1954; on Hirigoyen see subsection below), 

Linerasts return led to a statement from the CTC revealing 
. that it had sent the mission to Lineras and Hirigoyen and 

declaring that it did not think their presence in Cuba would 
benefit the labor movement. The statement said the two men were 
more involved in politic~l tha,n labor matters. Hirigoyen issued 
a statement from Miami replying to that of the CTC by pointing 
out that in the Bureau of Direction many political groups were 
represented. Mujal himself, even though supposedly not acting 
as Secr_ry-General, replied to Hirigoyen saying tt,tat while 
the Bureau of Direction represented various political groups, 
all its members conducted themselves in it as trade unionists 
not polit.icians. . 

. Since hisreturn,~irigoyen,besid:es JliWediate:tys~~ting L ::a!;n;!e w:;k:~~;h:h!n~~~;t~!~t~o:i:i;:w:~t~a;~e i!U~O:us or 
__ -l 
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movement (~ee belo\,d, has ished close wi th 
Angel COFINO, Secretary General the Electric Plants 
and Vicente RUBIERA, Secretary-General of the Telephone Workers. 
The~e two men hold practicaiy unique positions in the 
movement since each heads a strong, closely-knit financially-
strong organization maintaining the closest with 
employers in industries monopolistic by their nature. They are 
the two federations in the best position take an indeoeneent 
line within, or even apart from, the CTC, and, of course; for 
a period around 1949 both were out of the CTC. Hirigoyen~ 
Cofino, and Rubiera may be considered as working together at 

present time in labor matters. 

Rubiera has figured prominently during recent months as a 
leader of the Movimiento de 1& Naci6n~ the nascent political 
party headed by Jorge MANACH on which the Embassy has reported 
elsewhere. Rubiera ran for representative in last October's 
elections on the Grau Autentico ticket, on one occasion during 
the campaig~ getting into an ~~gry public quarrel with Muj • 

c In the Movimiento he has.been very active~ and it was commented 
that upon leaving for the ICFTU and ILO conferences he chose 
address parting remarks to newspapermen that were entirely 
concerned with the political situation and made no reference 
to labor. 

"There have been other, almost constant, evidences of 
irritation and discontent within the C • The Tobacco Workers 
Congress still not having been held, (it is now scheduled for 
late August) criticisms from within that Federation appear 
repeatedly in the presse Conrado RODRIGUEZ has continued his 
demagogic campaign against the leadership of the Sugar Workers' 
Federation (FNTA) and the Sugar Workers' Retirement Fund. He " 
has now charged the President of the latter organization in 

. court with defal-eation or misfeasance alleging that that 
official has :.bought farmland worth almost 1500,000 since 
assuming tnat office. 

Conrado BECQUERr the Vice-Secretary GeneralOf ..... the Sugar 
Workers' Federation lFNTA), has been taken into camp by Mujal 
and isnot..rlikely to figure as avery severe critic of Mujal" 
or the GTC itself in the immedi8:~4t future (though he continues 
no friend of FNT! .Sf)cretary-Gen.e~~ Jose Luis MAl1-rINEll. The 
Embassy's. labor officer was~to note aroundthe.et;l.dof 
April considerable cordiali. . nthe relations betwe~n Becquer 
on . the/one hand and Mujal . otherlabo~ lead~rs . closely 
associated· 5uchasPolBarSoler, Artig~s, and Gil\)erto 
Goliath;· . SinC?~th.~nBe<:querhassp~ntconsid~rable 
time in ... sonSu.gar.delegat~ons working under 

LMUjal. '.5 " Toward "l'be.nd· of·July, as Cuba's 
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prospects the matter of United sugar legislation 
appeared to deteriorate, Becquer made some typically wild 
demagogic chall'!.ges age.inst our country and said he would move 
a resolution in the national congress to declare Cuba a 
nation tf

; i&e., all businesses would remain closed, no one 
would work, until, presumably, the United States had d 
unfavorable sugar legislation. 

The Movimiento Sindicalista Radical continues s anti
Mujalista campaign, though chiefly in Rolando MASFERRER's 
newspaper Tiempo en Cuba o The campaign does not seem to be 
getting very far despite Tiemrots reports of meetings of j 

chiefly in Oriente. A GTC of iaer gave it as his opinion 
that what Masferrerwas working towards was the intervention 
of the GTC by the government and the naming of himself or one 

----1 

of his close associates as interventor or new Secretary-General. 
This analysis of the situation seems amply confirmed by subsequent 
events: recently Tiempo has reported MSR meetings demanding 
the intervention of the GTC. 

That the government would intervene the CTC and hand 
over to Nlasferrer or any of his lieutenants appears fantastic, 
but with h~s Communist antecedents and training Masferrer may 
well be gambling on the long run. 

More recently, Tiempo en Cuba~ which always plays the 
startling headline, has accused Mujal of arriving at an 
understanding with Pr!oo The two were alleged to have met 
during one of Mujalfs recent visits to the United St,tes to 
treat of the sugar question. This charge is obviously aimed 
at undermining Mujal l s standing with the government. 

Tiempo en Cuba undertook in July another, and novel line 
of attack in Maaferrer l s campaign for ascendancy in the labor 
movement. It published a report that top government politicians 
were recommending to Batista that the Bl ueObrero Pro esista 
be disbanded. In their opinion, ·Tiempo eged, t ewas 0 . 

1
. \ n~ value whatsoever toth~ Government. 'Whil. eno .doubt there would 
, ~ much to be said for such an opinion, as;s amply demonstrated 

by the government's decision to back Mujal~a.ther than Perez 
Gonzalez for Secretary ... General of tqe CTC, there is no evidence 
whatever to. c.onf'irmTiemaots<r~port. The dif'ficu~t~esantic~:pated 
for thePartidoUnioB<Ra. fcul.n the last report .l.nthis aeraa 
(despat~h,9.550rMarCh31f1955). qUiCkl. Y. materilil .. iz!d. '.. Amade.o 
LOPEZCas.t:ro .'. ... as .. :lts . president, andsh0rtlyaftEil~ards 
thep~tY'WC1se ...... ·.the··government coalition. . There 
f'oLl0W'.d.m.&lhY.;P!8~.. espec:iallyfrompeoplewith jobs 
in~tli~<~~Y:ftl'JlII1,.~t. .hau •• c(imtinu~<:i<t.o pose ··as .more L :~!i:~;:l:~~ ·Of~:: .. ~~~i~?ntl~#~~;~t t~ 
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is an pO: eschewing oppo 
not been taken back into the fold of Coalition& 

opinion many the party has had its 

Most of the top leaders zing Mujal eTC 
C ing a National Goune to prepare way 

ding of the IX Congress. It seems to be felt that the IX 
necessary to clear the & Among many lower 

is strongly that there is a. lot. of dea.dwood 
ranks above them be eared out: leaders who have 

become lazy or for other reasons lost and 
militancy .. 

Muj has been the United States so much lately that 
has been impossible to call national council. There is 
considerable expectation that will do so in August or 
and the IX yongress will held before the end.of 
However, one of Mujalts closest lieutenants Jesus ARTIGAS~ 
reports confidentially.that he does not the Congress 
will be d before next year.. He says that the Tobacco Workers 
and Sugar Workers elections (the latter scheduled for November) 
should be before the IX Congress. And adds~ that at 
the present time the CTC does not have the money to hold the 
congress, since ordinarily it pays the way of two to four 
thousand delegates to Habana and their lodging here@ 

B. Mujal's Dominant Position. One of the most striking aspects 
of the present situation of the eTC that despite all the criticism, 
and demands for a national congress, and attacks on Mujal, most 
top leaders privately agree that Mujal the man to run the CTC. 
For example, Marco Hirigoyen confided to the Embassy that Cofino, 
Rubiera and he are not against Mujal 1 s continuing to head theCTC, 
and in fact, want him,so long as Batista in power, to continue; 
but, they oppose Pomar Soler as eTC, Secretary-General.. (One 
source reports that Cofino is anti-Negro, Hirigoyen would lose 
with his bus workers by having Pomar, another bus workers' off'icial, 
as head of the overall movement, and that Rubiera feels that if 
anyone is to succeed Mujal it shoUld be .) Jose Perez Gonza1e~ 
as recently as six months·· ago still. considered. ambitious to 
displace Mujal. and earlier thought to have Batista) s backing in 
that project, was almost rapturous in extolling Mujal's qualities 
for t~eSecretary-Genera1ship to the Embassy's labor officer, 
and declared lie would never aspire to replacing h1m(no doubt, 
however. he feels with as good a right to the of'fice.as Pomar Soler.) .. 
In short, among labor le61ders in general, . including some closely 
identified with the Aut'ntico opposition,there is a feeling that 
Mujal i8_ the only man around whom the movement can be kept united, 
that he is the·bestman(as H1.:rigoyensaid iuso many words}· to . 
keep a proper balance .. in the. r.elat~ons Qf the movement with the 

'---_ government, that he is the best man to keep the Communists downoj 

01tiaJ:lL.usE •• ·.·GNLY 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. Since announcing 
eventually to return 

pol every way acted as did in 
intend to the C 1C and to have Facundo POIVlAR Soler 
replace him ( e despatch 955). turned over the 
Generalship to Pomar on an interim bas just the 
April, and though of course absent much of that time 
United s and suffering from and 

not returned to the job e .. 

Several C 1C ers closest to Muj have confid1l.1 
it is his plan to revive the Labor which he laun~ed 
prematurely two or three years ago, eventually to become 
President of Cuba.. ( Muj ,as seems to be case, 
actually Spanish born, he would of course, be ineligible 
that office. The mere fact that so many people believe he is 
Spanish born should of itself be a severe electoral handicap.) 

In +- .... 1 l""n'"" ···"th +-'1-. ..... Emhass·,.t", 1 aho"'" ...... +'+'-'1 C"'~ l\Jr.U";...,l '1-.",,,,, • va..n. ... ~5 "" ... A VU';;; . IJ :t.;;>"'- OJ ... v ......... I;;;J.., ...... .Jc;;u. U",,"Q> 

refrained from conveying any clear idea of~what his plans 
are.. He has, however, _spoken as if the idea of a labor party in 
Cuba was visionary.. Perhaps he did not wish to appear over
sanguine in plans attributed to himJi but he declared that Cuban 
laborleauers were too well off now to devote all the time and 
effort to forming a labor party that the task would require, 
and many of them, he said, found their prospects in existing 

- parties satisfactory enough not to bother further. At the time 
of the conversation early in June, Mujal said he expected that 
Batista would call a constituent assembly in 1956. He did not 
think he could risk elections, since the Autenticos had the 
greatest popular following in the country and the Ortodoxos 
the best leaders(l). A eonstituent assembly would afford 
Batista a way out and was plausible because Batista had already 
largely discredited the present constitution by setting it aside 
for more than two years. 

By the time of this writing, it pretty well taken for 
granted that partial elections will be held next year. Muj al 
in any event may have been talking, in early June, merely to 
disguise· his plans or because at that time, as·· at present, 
the siluation did not permit of the realistic announcement 
of any really ambitious plans. As the Minister of· Labor 
commented to the Embassy, a man with Mujal's record and prestige 
can hardly run for the House of Represen:batives or the office 
of mayor in partia.l elections. The Minister concluded that 
Mujal would not really leave the CTC.. If this is true, Mujal 
will have had to change his mind from last March {see despatch 9'S} 
and there is no evidence that he has. 

! OFFIC.IAL USE ONLY 
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International Activities.. CTC delegates to the San Jose 
Congress (despatch 994 o£ April 12, 1955), of ORIT returned 
feeling that it had been a real success. They were particularly 
pleased that between the Cuban and United States delegates there 
been complete understanding. The CTC withheld or withdrew 
proposed resolution on sugar on the advice of Serafino ROMULADI 
of the AFL, who thought the issue might be better handled 
other\"lise. 

The ection of Ignacio GONZALEZ Tellechea as President 
ORIT was pleasing to CTC leaders if expected.. has been 
particularly pleasing to Gonzalez himsel£, even though he is 
a modest man.. Unfortunately, the public at large and the 
majority of CTC officials, not to mention the rank and file, 
are scarcely aware of the honor that has been done the country. 
This is probably due chiefly to the failure of the GTC to 
provide itself with an adequate publicity service. 

The ICFTU congress was also a succesS from the CTC point 
of view, though the eTC does not have the same kind of interest 
in the reFTU as does in ORIT.. Gonzalez '''Tellechea and 
Artigas seem to feel that the IeFTU going to have a difficult 
time .finding the man to fill the organizing post created at the 
ICFTU congress.. It is a commentary on things Cuban that one 
of the principal obstacles to finding the organizer in the 
opinion of these twoCTC officials is the smallness of the 
salary allocated for the post. . 

Gonzalez Tellechea and Artigas seemed to feel that the 
Americans, and especially Mr. MEANY, had been a bit heavy 
handed and dictatorial with other delegations at the ICFTU 
congress, though this did not apply to the relations between 
Americans and Cubans, since, for one thing, the Cubans 
apparently agreed with the American view whenever it was 
challenged by others. Gonzalez Tellechea remarked that at 
both the ItO and ICFTU congresses the British had shown 
themselves slippery and skillful customers, whom it was hard 
to pin down to a proper, me~ning a sufficiently militant· 
anti-Communist, position. 

In May the C~ispatched Gilberto GOLIATH, Secretary
General of the Maritime Workers Federation, and Modesto 
BARBEl TO , Secretary of Organization of the CTC, to Chile to 
promote an ,anti-Communist position at the special conference 
of the CUTCH. The results of their visit have been reported 
upon by Embassy Santiago, and by this Embassy in despatch 
80 of July 27, 1955. ' 

The eTC planned to send Rafael OmRO to Guatemala in 
May. These plans·'\'i."re cancelled, "0 ecause, the Embassy was 
subsequently informea, the Guatemalan labor movement 
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thought that at this time preferred financ to personal 
assistance with its problems.. The C'll(: then planned to send 
Otero to help the Honduran 1 movement.. He was to leave 
earlr in June for Tegucigalpa but instead was dispatched to 
Wash~ngton to help with the sugar work being done in the United 
States .. 

As of the writing of this despatch, ORIT Secretary-General 
JAUREGUI is expected in Habana to discuss Otero's mission with 
the C'IC, after which, in very early August, it is expeeted 
that Otero '''lill depart. He and the CTC are of the opinion that 
his mission will have to be conduc'(:;ed with the utmost tact and 
caution.. In fact, the C'IC affirmed it had learned that TACA 
airlines had been requested or ordered by the Honduran government 
to deny passage to any ORIT representative attempting to enter 
the country. 

The C'IC has not recovered any great enthusiasm for_t~e 
ICFTU sugar office's proposal. But Gonzalez Tellechea and 
possibly Raul VALDIVIA, of the Sugar Workers Y Federa.tion, were 
going to Georgetown, British Guiana, in August to discuss the 
matter with other ICFTU officials or representatives.. In all 
probability how much enthusiasm the Cubans devoted again to the 
project would depend on how much money the Sugar Workers' 
Federation. thought they could wisely spend on it at this juncture .. 

E. Sugar Missions to Washington. On May 1, C'IC Secretary-General 
Eusebio Mujal headed a l2-man mission of Cuban labor leaders who 
left for Washington, accompanied by half-a-dozen newspaper 
correspondents, to press Cuba t s case in the matt~er of legisla
tion on sugar pending before the United States Congress. Since 
that time Mujal .has been almost continously in the United States 
on this business and a succession of labor leaders have joined 
him there and returned from time to time. 

No doubt the Department and other interested agencies are 
better informed regarding the activities of these delegates 
than is the Embassy. In Cuba Mujal, or the CTC, or individuals 
returning from the mission in Washington, have issued a series 
of reports on their work in our country and copies of communica
tions to th~ House Agricultural Committee with statistical and 
other arguments in favor of the Cuban case. 

Upon first going to Washington Mujal laid great stress on 
the support he had obtained from the United States labor 
movement, alleging that it had agreed riot to ask for any 
revision of existing sugar legislation to be effective before 
expiration of that leg~slation on Dfi)cember 31, 1956. He also 

L 
engaged without much .. regard for accuracy in what can only be 
term. .ad c.o. n ... si .. d ..... e ...... r. a .......... b ............ l ..... e ... ·.name. -drOPP.ing ;.in . the case of. Vice President I. . ~~~~~e~~;rnbf!:r. is . informed from Washington, WJ.th no basis __ i 
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On July 23, when Cuban cause seemed doomed to , 
"IvIuj sent a communication .t ...... the CTC.fitm Washington (reported 

to be a cable by the papers to c or mention which 
s that Cuba had lost its battle and spoke harshly the 
States attitude. It referred to fTthe duplicity and deceit" 

sistant Secretary Holland and compared his attitude to n 
liquidated policy of the Big Stick"-.. alleged that there was 
a manifest contradiction between ~rr& Holland's sand 

surances given by e President Nixon". 

A few days later, back in Cuba but on the point of returning 
Washington~ Mujal putout an optimistic and pleasanter 

statement foreseeing the inability of Senate agree to the 
Housets sugar legislation or to a compromise before the se 

session. 

At the end of July, when looked as unfavorable 
legislation would be pass,~d~ Conrado quer put out a typically 
demagogic statement saying he would present a resolution to the 
Cuban Congress (which is not session) declaring Cuba a "dead 
nation"; th~t is to say, no one in Cuba would go to work and 
all business places and government offices would close down .. 

Incidentally, from Becquer and J .. L. Martinez J the Sugar 
Workers' Secretary-General, there have been mutterings that· 
Mujal has used Sugar Workers' Federation money too generously 
in Washington .. On the other ,hand, Muj has muttered (all this 
strictly within top GTC circles) that Becquer and others spent 
all their time in the United States running from Washington 
over to 'Baltimore to visit the burlesque bars and the brothels. 

Mujal and the GTC won considerable acclaim in the papers 
and on the radio and TV~ much of it from employer organizations, 
with their campaign on behal£ of Cuba!s sugar. Understandably, 
there was less of this acclaim late in the campaign, as : 
1) ceased to be news, 2) seemed unsuccessful. 

L 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. late a resolution 0 of 

sugar the Ghaparra, Del and Merceditas s of' 
Cuban-American Sugar I'/Iills Company to that company's 

in United States, as as any shipments raw 
to mills the ports of Habana, l\1a.riel, Nuevi tas 
Puerto Padre. This action was taken at reque of' the 

support a strike that has been going on for 
months of employees of Cuban-American .the Godchaux and 
Colonial refineries in Louisiana. 

CTC resolution was evidently with a 
view to making it sound extremely significant and was issued 
with an English translation. It details the representatives 

the various national federations that approved it states: 
n CIa requests of the CTC the same cooperation as our labor 
central carried out in 1953 and (would carry out) even more 
nowadays, when the fraternal understandings between the and 
the GTC have increased in these last months, especially 

GIO supported before the AGricultural Committee (of the 
House of Representatives. of the United States) the requests of 
Cuba in sugar matters." 

Originally the resolution also called for on 
from the Cunagua and Jaronu mills of American Sugar 
Refining Gompany~ refineries of which company, through some 
error, the GTC also understood to be struck by the CIO. The 
error was quickly corrected .. 

A few days after the GTC ban was declared Habana 
manager of Cuban-American informed the Embassy that the 
authorities had informed him the ban was illegal. admitted 
that the ban was causing the company considerable inconvenience, 
and he was waiting to see what the authorities would,do on 
the'matter. The ban included shipments to a Savannah refinery 
of the company which had been ready for loading. He had 
pointed out to union official.s that the men in this refinery 
were not taking sympathetic a,ction in support of the Godchaux 
and Colonial men. . 

An odd thing about the situation is that Jose Perez 
Gonzalez of the CTC Bureau of Direction is one of the ,trade 
,union leaders charged. by the C TC resolution with carrying 
out the Qan. He is, of course, a minister in Batista's 
cabinet. The Embassy will bring its report on the G W ban 
against Cuban-American up to date with a Late Note as 
closes this despatch. 
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of compulsory checkoff. 
necessarily mean, however~ that tion going 
since the organization might have a of reasons for 
wanting public, goverp~ent, or even member federations 

their officials to think it too well off. 

observing eTC operations over last few months, 
the Embassy would conclude that the organization is better off 
than it was during 19540 For example, there not the same 
inability to send representatives off on international tours. 
From officials of the member federations the Embassy fathers 

most industries payment of checkoff by employers 
spotty. The port employers are now reported paying practically 

.. 100%; bakery and confectionery employers (among whom ,are 
many small businessmen) are reportedly pa¥ing about 60%. While 
the National Employers Confederation (CPN) advised its members 
to pay, other employers groups have apparently passed the word 
around that is wisest to discount the checkoff but hold the 
funds apart until a definitive ruling is handed down by the 
courtso To the Embassy's knowledge some important employers are 
following this practice. 

It must be remarked that the GTC being very slow in 
moving on.the problem of getting definitive court or administra-' 
tive action on the issue of the compulsory checkoff. This 
perhaps explained by the extent to which the GTC is a one-man 
show and the fact that Mujal has not had the time in these last 
months, with his many visits to Washington and with other 
important problems, to look after the compulsory checkoff. 

The Embassy understands that at the ICFTU the CTC, perhaps 
by way of blowing its own horn, attempted to obtain endorsement 
of the principle of compulsory checkoff through legislatiop for 
world-wide application. 

on Joe PEREZ Gonzales" .Just before Jose Perez Gonzalez, 
of ureau 0 Direction, leader of Workers' Bloc 
President's Pro resista Part~ and Minister without Port

folio, left for theongress in Europe, the Embassy's 
labor officer had the opportunity of along talk with him. 
Perez Gonzalez was affable, almost loquacious,and hospitable .. 
He did not seem overly intelligent, though he seemed to have 
a flare for leadership, and despite several hours conversation 
little was gl~aned by the .Embassyofficer,forthe most part 
because Perez Gonzales, in contrast, tor eXample, to Mujal, 
did not seem to have anything particulllrl:yorigina.lpr even 
pertinent to say about ariyserioustopic .. ··(He.:Ls thought of 
in upper laborcircles>assomething.o.fCtl.~~iUltin.flerott, someone I 
who can say a lot trippingly·orfth. tongutl~witlioutrts meaning 
v· e r. y' .mu"oh~) .,/' . ..... .•.•..... ...••....... ..' 
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Perez Gonzalez took great pride in his office, the head
quarters of the Progresistas' Workers' Bloc. He claimed that 
532 unions throughout the country supported the Bloc and that 
he had a complete record of these unions and their executives 
in his fi1eso (It extremely doubtful the majority of the 
executives of so many unions are actually behind Perez Gonzalez .. ) 
Perez Gonzalez spoke very idealisticallv of his ambition that 
the Bloc should serve only the workers Interests and not his own 
political ends and of how it was necessary for the Block to be 
honestly a purely labor body if it was to combat the Communists. 
As already mentioned, he spoke most highly of Mujal and repudiated 
all thought of trying to replace him. He thought, however, that 
there were many spent and corrupt leaders in the movement and 
around Mujal whom the workers wanted replaced by new me~ 

Perez Gonzalez was full of reverence, and even adoration, 
for Batista. The man was so good and honest and wiset had done 
so much for the country, and, Perez frankly or naively admitted, ' 
he had made Perez .. what he was.. Before March 10, 1952 he, Perez, 
had been getting $34.00 a week.. He did not say what he is 
getting now, but as Minister ~nd representative alone, in salary 
and expense~it is well over $5000 a month and perhaps more than 
$10,000 a mpnth..When he went to bed at night the last thing 
he did, Perez said, was to think with gratitude of Batista. 

I. A note on Marco AntonioHIRIGOYEN. Upon his return, scarcely two 
months ago, from exile Marco Antonio Hirigoyen immediately set 
about strengthening his position as a labor leader and as a 
P:r';~.ista leader as well. Hirigoyen is of young and attractiVe 
appearance, gentle in manner, has personality, and is evidently 
able to command the admiration and affection of working people. 
Hi.s power base, the union of Autobuses Modernos, has for more than 
two years been legally disbanded, 'but-its-members still·work 
closely together and have rallied around him. Moreover, Hirigoyen 
has resumed his place in the nine-man top directive body o:f the 
C Te, the Bureau of Direction. - He _ commands the _-allegiance of 
leaders of other unions besides the Autobuses Modernos~ 

Despite his personality and popularity, Hirigoyen is a very 
tough.andprobably ruthless person. He admits to having been 
in the "shock troops" Of the Communist Party fifteen yea:r'sago. 
and. he is credited by peop~eJmowl.edgable in theCubanlabo.r 
movement wi thseveralDlurders..Mujal inforli1.edtheX'.eportil'l.g 
officer 12 months ago • thatHir .. was one la.borJ.ea.Ci.er 
that atthetimen()~pe:rmit~C)return 
from Ba -mUl?·der<cll~gca 

- . o:f'~he~~~~:t~y. 
'1.2:G;v·en t nine months 

t Hiri~8ieh 

_.J 
(.L1DIllle (l~La1jleJ 

.Li4~; 
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1-- A Committee for Return of 1fJarco Antonio Hirigoyen 
operated during the year or eighteen months of his ence 

L 

from Cuba. Directly upon returning, Hirigoyen has set about 
regrouping his forces. Beginning July 18 he started a 
hour evening program on TV entitled "Workers Tribune" TV The 
program bas consisted for the most part of groups of workers 
agitating a grievanceo The troubles of the Aut SErs lVlodernos 
workers have had pride of place" Hirigoyen ee t e program 

so successful that he already trying to put it on two 
half-hour evening periods on a channel with greater geographical 
coverage and more listeners. 

Hirigoyen is currently engaged in getting labor groups out 
to meet Prio upon his return to Cuba and in getting workers to 
fly the Cuban flag on August 6. He expects personally to go 
to lVliami to return with Pr!o on that daye These are activities 
of the type that President Batista has warned might lead to 
trouble that he does not desireo All all t Hirigoyen seems 
to have the qualifications to carry him far in the Cuban labor 
movement and certain to do so if he stays alive and if his 
side, whatever it may be at the time, ever comes out on top 
politics .. 

Apparently well impressed with our country and grateful because 
the Embassy treated his wife, at the request of Mujal, with . 
personal consideration when she came in for a visa to join him 
in Miami, Hirigoyen has been most attentive with the Embassy's 
labor officer.. He wishes to put five minutes of anti-Communist 
propaganda on his TV program and for that purpose has requested 
USISmaterialo This may be given him if the program does not 
become political. 

Hirigoyen has also confided that he is very mucnunder the 
influence of a Catholic priest, one Fath~r OSLE, who is in 
charge of Catholic youth work and also lspends time on lIIion work,. 
although he is apparently virtually unknown to eTC officers. 
Osle was prison chaplain when Hirigoyen was incaroerated in 
1952 and under his influence Hirigoyen consecrated his civil 
marriage with a Catholic ceremony. Father Oa1e should have 
a valua.ble ." communicant if Hirigoyen moves farther ahead in the 
CTC ("Workers' Tribune" rather singularly uidrau 'opened with 
a short ceremony of blessing by Father Osl£). 'It :eemains to 
be seen whether the priest's influence will ef£ect any change 
in HirigoyeD. 's conduct of' his la.bor affairs from what .. it wa.s 
before Batista..ts·MarchlO CGUE caused their virtual suspension. 
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$ Trade Unionists Cuban Can ress~ An error was made 
last despatch this series No. 955 of March 31 t 1955) 
in Section the name of Alej andro J IIvIENEZ J ordano was 
omitted from the list of trade unionists elected to the 

the November 1, 1954 ections.Jimenez Jordana is Secretary
General of the )\iatanzas Provincial Federation of the Federaci6n 
Sindical de Plantas, Electricas Gas a and was e1 
to the House of Representatives as an A tieo. For some 
reason Jimenez Jordana, although his labor post is not an 
unimportru~t one, seems to be overlooked by almost everyone 
trade unionists in the congress are mentioned.. The list 
despatch 955 was obtained from the CTC but Jimenez Jordano was 
not mentioned. Newspapermen uniformly, so far as the Embassy 
has noted, skip his name in the same way. 

Jimenez Jordano joined Jorge CRUZ Perez, Conrado Becquer, 
6onrado RODRIGUEZ (these three also trade unionists) and 
Juan MJlliDOR Ro~riguez, a well-known radio announcer, in the 
House in forming a Coroite de Acci6n Democratica Independiente 
(typically, newspaper reporters seemed to refer to three trade 
unionists in the group of fiveo) This Comite announced a 
program which included demands for political amnesty, agrarian 
reform, job security for public employees $ establishment of a 
Workers' 'Bank, worker participation in profits, the creation 
of aew so~rces of work, and opposition to bulk loading of 
sugar and to indemnified dismissal. The program did not go 
into details. 

. For a while, mostly in April, this Coroite made considerable 
noise, or at least Conrado Rodriguez (Oonrado Becquer' has been 
relatively quiet as a Mujalista) and Juan AmaJiar did for it .. 
But as may be appreciated from the appraisal of the trade 
(despatch 955) unionists involved, the group was bound to 
have a hard time working together; and shortly after 'its 
f'ormation the two Canrados were QPposing each other hotly 
in Sugar Workers' Federation questions and reporters rumored 
that Cruz Perez was going to pullout of' the group.. The 
desultory nature of the special session of the congress held 
during May and June plus the fact that during this ~eriod Juan 
Amador was hogging so many newspaper headlines with his phone 
calls and his trips trying to get Frio to come back f'rom Miami, 
made almost a memory of the CADI. 
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The campaign against 
unions; based on law

January 27~ 1955 continued, though it cannot be 

No. __ _ 

the 
decree has appl very frequently. One sting 
development was that a lVIinistry of Labor resolution of the third 
week of June simply removed Inaudi KINDELAN, S of 
Organi the Ii .. Upmann tobacco factory , and Carlos 
RODRIGUEZ, who held the same position in another Habana tabacco 

tory J their trade union posts. two unions 
were ordered to name their replacements. Ministry 
of Labor these unions were not 
Communists executives that they 

Ministry 
themselves 
resolution 
their own 

occasional interventions of by the 
Labor, the Embassy was also to note that basing 

on law-decree 1975 and on CTC's anti-Communist 
June a year ago, federations unions were on 

withOut publicity, excluding Communists from 
Thus at a reorganization congress of the 
of Salesmen and their at Habana 

in mid-June, there was no representation Camaguey provin-
cial federation, because, according to the documents, of Communist 
influence executive. 

,. 
It probably not indicative of new militancy or of any 

greater sense of power in the Cuban Communist Party but neverthe
less interesting, that on the evening of May 17 Communists attempted 
to break up a meeting of one of the largest Habana tobacco workers' 
union as it was being held in the heart of the old city. A prowl -
car ha~pened to be passing by at -the time and two of the CommUnists~ 
Isael (sic) MICHEL Tresol and Emilio GARCIA Cruz, were arrested. 
Charges were brought against them as well as against two brothers 
called ESCALONAS, who work on El Pais, and against another 
Communist named FERNANDEZ Roy. 

* * * * * * * 
The Embassy finds the opinion held by knowledgeable 

sources that the Communists continue to wield considerable 
influence, and occupy positions, among the executives of pro
vincial federation and local unions. None of these sOurces 
believes, however, that the situation now any worse than it 
has been ~or the last few years. 

The Minister of Labor, for example, gave it as his opinion 
that IX CTC Congresssheuld not be oalled, because there was 

L still too much Communist influence in the lower ranks of the eTC] 
(It may be remarked, by the. way, that his not thinking the 

I>OF~;lf~I:~.I{· USE .ONt Y. I 
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Congress should s a strong reason for 
ting to be d very soone) thought, however, the 

Communists were ean out of the leadership of the GTC and of 
the national federations& An offic the Tobacco Workers 
Federation expressed her opposition to holding the long del 
congress of that federation, because, she said, there was 
too much Communist influence among the member unions. Once 

must be inferred that low morale and excessive preoccupation 
with a few problems are keeping Mujal and other GTC 1 
doing the job that they should be doing. 

That there are Communists influential in the Workers' Bloc 
of the President's pro~resista Party seems to be held just as 
strongly labor eire as today, when its leader, Perez Gonzalez~ 
is a member of the cabinet, as it ever was. Mujal continues as 
s~spicious as ever of Perez Gonzalez; the Minister of Labor when 
asked on the point by the Embassy, replied: "How can you tell 
they (the Bloc leaders) are or are not Communists,," And as if 
explaining what the Minister meant (though naturally no mention was 
made to him of the Minister's opinion), Marco Antonio Hirigoyen 
remarked: "I don't remember Perez Gonzalez's being expelled from 
the Party or having heard of his leaving it .. n 

Hirigoyen reports an interesting approach thta.t was made to 
him during the week of July 25. He says that certain members, 
whom he knew to be Communists t of the executive of one of the 
Habana match workers' union sent a message to him that they wished 
to speak with him. He met the group of apparently four or five 
men and women and received its -offer to back him within the CTC. 
He made it plain that he knew them to be Commu.nists and asked 
them if they spoke with the authority of the Party leadership. 
They shilly-shallied on the point but upon his insistence tha-t 
if they did not he knew their offer was valueless, they allowed 
that they were acting with full Party authorization" Hirigoyen 
was amazed that the Communists seemed to place no condition on 
their offer, and he inquired as to,their quid pro guo. Despite 
all his probing he could find that they had no quid pr~ guo in 
mind and apparently wanted nothing more than to form part of 
his labor groupo 

******~,.* 

There is of course nothing really surprising about the 
offer_by Communists to Hirigoyen. It is strictly in accord with 
the "unity" line that the Communists have been following in· 
labor and other fields throughou.t the world for the past several 
years and which was inferentially adumbrated by Stalin in his 
address to the. foreign delegates to the XIX Congress of' the 

l Soviet Communist Party late in 19520 ·T.he-line was in operation I 
in some places evenbef'oreStalin's address. That line may, ~ 
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example, account the British Party's strange refusal to---l 
support the dockers see to break away from the TGWU in 
recent big British dock s so That line was certainly being 
applied here in Cuba in the case of the Havana Post strike, when, 
as the Erubassy emphasized in its despatcn 366 of December 9, 1954, 
the local Communists gave up the opportllility to seize the leader
ship in a strike situation which seemed to offer them everything 
and tried instead to insist that the CTC take militant leadership, 
promising it their support. It may be added that much the same 
line~ is apparently being followed in politics in parts of Asia 
vJ"here collaboration being offered by Communists to 
imperial or nationalist parties with no apparent price attached. 

It should be remarked, before closing these observations, 
that in labor situations like that obtaining in Cuba, many 
parts of Latin America) and probably in many other parts of the 
underdeveloped world, a nunity" line in pursuing which the 
Communists offer power support to labor leaders with many rivals 
and ask nothing in return cannot but have its appeal for such 
leaders. Hirigoyen, when reporting the offer of the match worker 
Cow~unistst did not seem to feel towards them with quite his 
anti-Communist vehemence. 

In relation to Communist policy, illashington may be interested 
in the theory put forward by Rafael Otero, who has done a certain 
amo~nt of international work for the CTC, that throughout Latin 
AIll~rica the Communists are sloughing off members who are under 
instructibns to enter other political parties and various 
organizations and stay quietly there.Tbat theory would certainly 
receive apparent corroboration in Cuba, where many.Gommunists 
are reported entrenched in the President's PI' sista Par~y 
and in the government. But Otero says that ·e e eves develop
ments in other Latin American countries reveal the same policy 
of fussless separation from the Party followed by equally 
inconspicuous infiltration in other parties. Otero that 
he discussed this theory of his with Robert J. . .. the 
American student of Latin America, on his 
of the CTC sugar delegations to the United 

. Otero, Alexander had alreadyarri ved . 
Tactics such as Otero believes he 
oertainly.be an· integral part of 
the Embassy has just suggested is being . 
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Since the preparation those cownunications the Embassy's 
abor officer has discussed the Consolidated case with the 

Minister of Labor. Asked why the report of the Accounts Tribun 
had not been made public, the Minister stated that while the 
report of the Tribunal itself had been entirely worthy, that body 
by force of circumstance had had to hire an accounting firm to 
make preliminary studiese Tne findings of the accounting firm 
had been sound enough so long as they had been limited strictly 
to findings, but the firm had felt called upon to stray from 
findings and editorialize. Its editorializing had been pretentious 
and sometimes silly and had included the observation that while 
Consolidated RailroadsWas not in fact (de hecho) paying its way 

should by right (de derecho) be doing so. (These phrases 
were leaked by those who had read the report, and were widely cited 
in the press but attributed to the Tribunal itself rather than 
to the accountants.) The Minister denied that (as Mujal had told 
the labor officer) the Railroads were found out in any irregular 
rating practices. 

The Minister affirmed that Communists and opposition elements 
had sparked the striking that followed upon the announcement of 
the government's decision. In corroboration he ,alleged that 
while there had been 'hO serious sabotage, serious sabotage had 
been attempted. He explained that railwaymen seeking to derail a 
train would, appreciating the full danger involved, have tampered 
with switches or track ends at places where the trains were running 
slow; in this instance rails had been removed· where the trains 
would ordinarily have been going at their fastest and accidents 
might well have involved loss of life. 

~ 

Regarding the final settlement of the dispute, which was. 
announced the second week of June, the Minister said that the 
resolution embodying it would not be made public. He.explained 
that assurances were easily given and accepted regarding the 
collective contracts. The greatest difficulty had arisen with 
respect to the other point in Article 12 of Decreel535 which 
had aroused dissatisfaction in the unions and the workers and 
which had provided that only time actually worked would be paid 
and on the basis of'48 hours' pay for 44 hours worked. Naturally, 
it was not really fair to apply this provision literally on a 
railway; but when reasonable adjustments were attempted it was 
found that the unions of certain workers (as for example the office 
workers) were jealous of adjustments made in favor ef other workers 
(for example" the train crews). To arrive at a set,tlement it 
had been necessary (which has not even been hinted at in the 
papers) to layoff almost a hundred additional men, all of whom 
will get some kind of pension from the retirement. fund, and to 
suppress about seventy 'scheduled passenger train runs-- most 

I. ; short, some long --where less than twenty such suppressions 
~had first been planned. The Embassy must add that the secret 

. . 
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employees the Railroad are aware 
understood that there would be 600 1 

at is closer to 700~ 

The er explained further that 
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to tamper the freight tariffs, and 
that alreadr a bag of sugar shipped from a 
average of !jpl .. 50 added to its cost between the time leaves 

mill and, a short distance away, leaves the port0 He also 
that the diversion of $600,000 worth of ru1nually 

the State to the Land Transport Workers Retirement Fund has 
limited to three years because by that time the economic situation 
of the country, and consequently of Road~ may have improvede 
The ministerial commission charged with studying the general 
transport situation and reporting within six months has met, 
nothing has transpired regarding plans or progress .. 

IV Bank Workers' Contract Dispute. The demands of the Bank 
Federation respecting a.collective contract to take the place of 
one that expired on May 31 as well as the strike they led to on 
July 22 -- as a result, it must appear, of the intransigency of 
tne banks in refusing to negotiate --have been covered by the 
Embassy in its monthly economic reports, Weekas, and telegrams .. 
To keep this report within a length of some reason only a little 
background and some highlights will be touched upon 

A year ago it was pretty generally acknowledged by all . 
interested parties t~t the'soundest and ablest leader of the 
Bank Workers' Federation was Domingo LM~DRID, Secretary-General 
of the Babana Provicial Federation of the union. Ministers of 
Labor (at least the last two,Nufiez Portuondo and incumbent 
Suarez Rivas) and Mujal shared this high opinion of Lamadrid, 
as well as bankers. Since he dealt with the Habana banks on 
day-to-day problems Lamadri~ in fact held a position in the 
National Federation of importance equal to, or greater th~n, 
Secretary-General Carlos BRITO's.. Lamadrid probably known 
to users of this report since he has been in Washington almost 
continuously since May 1 on the eTC sugar delegation. 

In last December's elections Lamadrid was unexpectedly 
defeated for Secretary-General of the Habana Federation by 
Jose AGUILERA. Aguilera is something of· an orator and apparently 
well-educated. He seems to have conducted a strenuous campaign 
to defeat Lamadrid, whose good services perhaps the Provincial 
Federation members were too much ,taking for granted •. In any 
event, as soon as Aguilera was elected fears were expressed 
that he would behaveli}.(~a·f'ire brand. Among those expressing 

I ~uch fearsthougb,c0nfid.n~ially were members of the Bank Workers t 

~:!!~~tng e~~~~~~~~c0~~~· ... e':V~e:~at:";~~d ~f~::i:v~:~~~ t; t:~tl 
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. Since is very much a 1:'1ujalista, Aguilera has not 
enJoyed the confidence of the CTC leadership; and it was even 
reported that IVlujal and his im.rnediate entourage were rather 
pleased at the pic e into which Aguilera got himself with 
July 22 strike.. The IvIinister of Labor is suspicious of Aguil 
because he considers him an aspiring politician rather than a 
~rade union leader, and because in these aspirations he is an 
urtodoxo and an oppo tionist. Aguilera has identified 
somewhat with :f.!iarco Antonio Hirigoyen since the latter t s return 
to Cuba. iAccording to.Hir~goyen they w~re brought toge~her by 
Father Osle -- see Sect10n ~-I above.) The bankers the ~mbassy 
has spoken with speak highly of Lamadrid and voice misgivings 
about Aguilera. It may be added that last year Bank Workers' 
leaders spoke with pleasure to the Embassy's labor officer of 
their Federation's fine relations of recent years with the banks 
and of the fact that serious disputes did not arise in the industry. 

The Embassy may repeat that the lIJlinister of Labor, though 
he has shown himself ~bsolutely impartial in public (or, it 
might even be thought, more than sufficiently considerate with 
the banks), confided as long ago as last May and repeated within 
the last two weeks that he thinks the bank employees are entitled 
to something because: 10 the banks have been doing good business; 
2. the confidential employees, who constitute almost a quarter 
of the bank staffs, have been getting individual raises with 
regularity; 3. the bank employees in the provinces are poorly paid, 
especially considering the standards of education, appearance, 
and living required'of them. The Minister's main job now appears 
to be to get the banks into a bargaining mood. 

V Jos' Luis Martinez Buys a News@aper. Jose Luis Martinez, Secretary
General of the Sugar Workers Federation (FNTA) and member of the 
House of Representatives for the government Progresista party, 
heads a group, so far as is known mostly political, which has 
bought the daily newspaper La c&mtana Cubana. Beginning July 23 
Martinez's name appears prominenty on the masthead-as "Director". 

La Campana, as it is more familiarly known, is certainly one 
of the least prominent of Habanats score or so papers. At one -
point it's circulation was no greater than 2000. According 
to CTC sources, the price for La Campana was $5,000 and assumption 
of its indebtedness. 

The pap.er carries reports on labor prominently J though so 
far it has actually given the 'subject little if any more coverage 
than a number of other papers. -, In reporting pending sugar _ 
legislation ,in the United States -and. CTCefforts in connection 
with it, the paper hasten~.ed to take a somewhat severe attitude 

LtowardS United States attitudes. ~ 
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In politics paper under Ivlartinez has shovm itself, 
as 'iJlla~ t? be expected~ pr~-government but reported the 
negot1at1ons surround1ng yrio's proposed return to Cuba quite 
objectively~ . 

It is generally accepted that La Cam ana Cubana will be 
used principally to promote Martinez's po it1c interests, 
though owing to his union position he will, to do this, give 
considerable and sympathetic coverage to labor". No doubt, 
Martinez needs a little time in his editorial chair before 
deciding just what journalistic tactics he will pursue" 

Martinez's acquisition of La Campana Cubana is a reminder 
of how badly the GTC needs more careful and consistent guidance 
and direction in its propaganda activities. While many federa
tions and unions have magazines and the Sugar Workers and even 
some individual labor leaders have radio (and now, in the case 
of Harco A .. Hirigoyen, TV) hours, there is no publicity organ 
or director laying down a line for the movement.. Most of the 
CTC press statements are Mujal's own and show the dash and at 
times the carelessness that must result from his trying to do 
so many things by himself. 

In fact, it could be observed that not only should the CTC 
strengthen its publicity secretariat, but it could accomplish much 
by invigorating its other secretariats and establishing a 
competent economics and research department as well .. 

Gastronomicos' Hotel. The Gastronamicos~~ Hotel is really going 
to· begin rising.. Rrogress has been· held· up for six months because 
it was found that the ground under the foundations is full of 
natural tunnels that had to be filled in to bear the weight of 

. the proposed building .. It is now hoped that the building will 
progress at the rate of a floor a month.. . 

In discussing the hotel with the Embassy labor officer, 
Francisco AGUIERE showed considerable concern that when bids 
are opened in September for such items as elevators, kitchen 
equipment,f~rni~hings,and decqratioD1 it would turn out that 
the hotel was gOl.ng to cost more than~14-,.()OO,OOO.Afterall 
the criticism the hotel project has already been subjected to, 
especially from the group within the Gastronomical Federation 
itself styled Committee for the Defense of the Gastronomical 
Retirement Fund, it is understandable that Aguirre should be 
worried. 
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the United States, Aguirre wants these men to go to er-
land for further training. 

Aguirre has also approached the Embassy to see he 
can get some hotel training for his people under the rCA Point IV 
program. He would like to have them trained in hotel management, 
the economics of hotel operations, as well as in running a 
dining room, etc. He is willing to have the Federation or the 
Retirement Fund bear part of the expense for this project. The 
Embassy is discussing the matter with USOM/ICA. 

The Guantanamo Dispute@ It is to be hoped that the following 
note from the July 22 issue of Informati.on for EmRloyees, the 
bulletin of the Naval Station's Industrial Relations Office, 
constitutes the windup of the SALONON Deer case and of the 
difficulties with the leadership of the Base union that it 
precipitated: "The Criminal Section of the Santiago High C:burl1,
convicted Lorenzo Salomon Deer, accused of embezzlement of funds 
amounting to ~~l, 649. 59 from the Navy Exchange Tienda... Dr" Antonio 
Maria Vallin, acting as Chairman of the,High Court, sentenced 
Salomon to 9 months imprisonment and a $100 fine. The Public 
Prosecutor in his charges related that the accused Salomon Deer, 
on 17 April 1952(sic) while an employee of the Navy Exchange 
Tienda, missappropriated for his personal use several quantities 
of money product of the $ale of merchandise, totalling the sum 
of $1,649.59; said missing funds being discovered upon conducting 
an inventory which revealed that eight of the cigarette boxes 
appearing as in stock were actually empty • 

Retirement Fundso The Congress amended Law-Decree No. 2067 of 
January·27, 1955 dealing with retirementI'unds .. It did so 
through one of the only two laws (No .. 1 of April 27, 1955) 
that it has passed thus far in its history. In its last report
in this series the Embassy antiCipated a modification of the 
law-decree in response to pressure on, the congress by vested 
interests. It turns out that probably the greatest of these 
interests was the personal one of the Congress- itself'" 

The modifications effected by Law No .. 1 are in substance 
three. The first is in Article 17 of Law-Decree No. 2067. 
Where that law-decree forbade more than one pension "from ohe 
fund" J the Law clarifies that this injunction "applies only to 
one Retirement Fund; in other words, not to one,stngle source 
of income or funds, such as taxes, a budget graht, etc .. (It 
should perhaps be explained that the word "fund" in the phrase 
in the law-decree "from one fund" (Spanish: fondo ).,means fun~s 
in the sense of "the funds of the state", tthetunds>£roma.tax", 
or "his funds are low"; whereas in the Spanish1;he w-0:rd ttfop.do'-' 

LJ~e~~;e~::~ ~n:~~t i~et:~a::~o;:Ss~~:!i~~:l~~~~~;Lh!:d.U~:d ~ 
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This first modification was made for the 
of the senators and representatives who converted it into 
law, as well as of ex-senators and ex-representatives, but 
will so benefit many lawyers. Senators and congressmen receive 
fat pensions ($450 a month; there is a technicality that altogether 
they should have 1"lorked the state for fifteen years; 
have, but "staten includes municipalities, and all, Or virtually 
all, congressmen and senators obtain fraudulent certificates 
from municipal governments to the effect that they have been 
employed for the time necessary in addition to their period 
legislative service in order to qualify the life-time $45~ 
a month, which is payable as soon as they leave the legislature.) 
:Most senators and representatives also have a right to 
pensions, chiefly from the Lawyers' Retirement Funds 

:Many lawyers, besides ex-legislators, have a right to pensions 
from othe~ retirement funds besides that of their profession: 
some of them work for the government~ others in industries 
covered by separate retirement fpnds. Some persons may well 
enjoy the right to three pensions and not incanceivable 
that ~ person might enjoy the right to more. (For example, 
a lawyer who managed to be carriea on the books of both the 
government, which,has morning hours only, and a shoe factory, 
might also become attorney for the, let us say, Gastronomicos!., 
Retirement Fund: he would in time be eligible for the pensIons 
from the lawyers', the government employees', the shoeworkers' 
and the Gastron6micos' Funds.) . 

Law No .. 1 also clarifies that retirement pensions are 
payable from the date that the Fund involved rules on the 
validity of the claim. This provision aimed at correcting 
a state of affairs which prevails in some Funds (the :Maritime 
Workers' is an example) whereby a man puts in for retirement, 
continues to work, in some cases for as long as three years, 
while his application is being considered, and upon-its approval 
draws a lump sum retroactive payment for the period he has been 
waiting for that approval even though he has been working during 
that time. 

Thirdly, .' Law. No_J, Wll:;Lle ratifying the appoihtmentof a 

L
COmmif3Sion.tostudYffte;~~tirement Funds system removes the' 

. enjoind.er. upon:tti.c .. ~a ... t .. a .... ~ .. 1il .•..•... e.' .•.•. d .....•.. i.}lL.aW~DE!Cree2067, "to draw upl 
the' draft of a. lawestiab'fltfsningthe State Bank for Social ---I 
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en; the which law !1may or may not 0 the consol 
depos of the Retirement Funds as mayor may not 

necessary .from the technic point of vievlo tI While Lavl No" 
does not forbid the co!nmission to draw UD such a law or to 
findings and recommendations ong the lines of such a law, 
congress has made it pretty clear that it prefers not to have 
the existing uneconomic, disordered, piecemeal system seriously 
tampered vd th" 

The :Embassy's attention has only recently been drawn to 
a two-volume preliminary report on El Problema de los Seguros 
Sociales en Cuba prepared for the Congress by the Consejo Nacion~ 
de Economica and issued under the date of April 12 (a copy of this 
report with an analysis was forwarded with despatch 83 of July 27, 
1955.) The Committee that prepared the report was headed by 
Gustavo GUTIERREZ, who as Minister of the Treasury till February 
of this year tried so hard to effect reforms in the present 
Retirement Funds system~ 

The Gutierrez report is extremely illuminating, confirming 
and documenting many of the shortcomings of the present system 
already touched upon in this series of reports. It exposes 
with figures the financial unsoundness of the system and the 
actual precarious condition of some of the funds. It offers 
ample justification of Gutierrez's viewse 

An analysis in the Gutierrez report of the income of the 
Funds in the year 1952-53 shows that in that l27month period 
the Funds received more than $26,500,000 through taxes, lotteries, 
subventions and other income provided by the state and almost 
$58,OpO,000 from theco.ntributions of those covered by the Funds ll 
their employers, interest, etc. But what is of utmost signifi
cance, the breakdown among the three types of Funds of their 
receipts in 1952-53 from these two sources is as follows: 

State So~rces Own 
Govt. Retirement and Pension Funds 5l~ 
Professional It n "tf 54% 
Workers ff n "It 11% 

Clearly, the professions, with their influence and their 
ample representation among the nation?s governors have the best 
of it. And, the report brings out, the professional funds 
pay fat pensions, up to $200.0<1 a month; in some cases even 
when the pensioner has contributed very little to the Fund 
becaus~ ofhisag~ at its inauguration. On tthe other hand, 
many pens1onersJrom,~he.Workers Funds, in most or all of which 
pensionsart()n>~b.e~alifi~ o:f'time worked and where if funds 

L are not su:rficierl~.peI'l£)~0:tl~.are paid on a pro r'ata basis (thi: 1 'I 
la~~ is prOi:a"bl.Y:~~~/r~~~~J/of~ome of the professional fund~ 
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pensioners receive a pittance The majority 
the Report asserts critically, belong to no retirement 
whatsoever.. The report so ass~s, confirming what has 
stated ier in this secti9n, that it is possible a 
single pensioner to receive ~1200 a month from various 
together. 

en 

IX Bulk Loading o~ Sugar.. There virtually nothing add to 
the reports on this matter in Weeka No. 15 and the Momthly 
Economic Report for April. Subsequent to the half-hearted 
effort made in the Nuevitas area to resist bulk loading, was 
defeated through rank-and-file apathy as much as by official 
action, no more efforts by workers against bulk loading were 
heard of. That is not strange, since~ asa~ready reported~ 
in the event k loading turned out to furnish work for two 
additional men per each hold in a ship.. It is hard to see 
bulk loading~ at least in its pres~t form, should not be 
used again in 1956 and subsequent/years. (Uncla.:ssified) 

""//" 

X Aviation Workers Buy Stock in Cubana de Aviacion .. (Unclass ) 
Washington may be interested in a plan worked out by the 
Aviation Workers (Federacion Aerea Nacional) to save jobs and 
forestall a wage cut through the purchase of stock in the 
Compania Cubana de Aviacion.. The union will also obtain a 
voice in the management of the Company. 

As was duly reported by the Embassy's economic section, 
at the end of last year Cubana de Aviacion was taken over 
because of its poor financiaI condition, by the Bank for igri
cultural and Industrial Development (BANFAIC). The Bank's 
reorganization plan contemplated reducing salaries and wages by 
20% and dismissing between $0 and 100 workers. . 

The union, of course, protested and making CO~llon cause 
with the stockholders, as well as obtaining the cooperation 
of the Bank for Social a~d Economic Development (BANDES), became 
party to a plan which provided, among other things, for the 
company tobe given back to the stockholders and the union, with 
BANDES financing, to buy $4,000,000 worth of new stock ... The 
BANDES terms call for a 30-year amortization with 4 l/2%interest 
on outstanding indebtedness. 

Employees earning up to $130 a month have 5% deducted from 
their earnings to pay for the stook; those earning between 
$130 and $212 ~ month have 9.$% deducted for the stock; 
those earning above that amount, 12.5%. The union is allilwed 
to name one of the 90f the Board of Directors·of 
Cubana and th1.lsto·thecompany's·book as well as 
a voice in ·.its The c.fi)lleotivecontractsremain i~n 
effect, and on economy grounds or 

'--- wage cuts are . . 
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the ent union intends that when an 
res or es what stock has paid for be 
to or his heirs (though perhaps that have to be 
the current market price)~ However, it considering 
the future using the stock it acquires Cubana to finance 

building cf an Aviation Workers! housing development 0 

is necessary point out 
interested parties believe that the 
Cubana was returned from BANFAIC to 
wise ones. 

not observers 
arrangements under which 

stockhol were 

XI Ministr~ of. Labor Directory of Statistics@ (Unclassified) 
The Directory of Statistics has not been able to begin its 
regular monthly publication or indeed to follow up its first 
publication of figures, which was transmitted to the Department 
with despatch 887 of March 14, 1955 and referred to in the 
last despatch this series" HOvlever, the Directory reports 

hopes soon to put out another small publication with cost 
of living figures to April or May and some sample employment studies. 
These last should prove of interest" The Directory still plans 
to issue a monthly publication regularly. 

XII Atlas and Argentine Activity .. From other sourCes Washington 
will have,learned of the continuing internal squabbles of Cuban 
ATLAS. The Embassy may pass along a report which believes 
reliable, if a little lacking in speoific detail" A group of 
rather zealous but not very powerful leaders of a few small 
Habana unions (principally the Automobile Garage Workers and 
the Gar Industry worker~ have announced the formation of a 

L 

Union de Sindicalistas Libres, which attempting to become 
a sort of ginger reform group (and another faction) 
wi thin the C TC • 

After the reading of their manifesto over the radio, two 
of its leaders named Basilio ¥iliDINA Luna and Lu!s PEREZ Garc!a 
inform the Embassy, USL was approaohed by a Cubanized Argentine, 
who said he was connected with the Argentine Embassy and who 
offered USL financial support 0 The Argentine spoke of the 
need to support ORIT and of the identity of view between ORIT 
and the Argentine labor movement. Nevertheless, the Argentine 
allegedly requested that as a condition of financial report, 
the USL remove from its manifesto a laudatory reference to 
ORIT and IGFW. The Embassy' s inf'ormantSalleget'l4heycould 
not recall, or had not caught, the Al'gentinets name,but they 
knew it was not Labor Atta.ch' Mifiones,whom one of them had met. 
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Otero's Visit to Central America~ ORIT 
General Jauregui had visited Habana held discussions 
with CTC officers was decided that Rafael Otero should 
visit Guatemala all, as well as Panama and El 
in addition to Honduraso The Guatemalans might want 
more than personal guidance, but they need the 

was thought. 

Otero left for Guatemala the weekend August 60 
plans to spend three weeks or so there, then perhaps six 
weeks in Honduras, which he will briefly to Panama 
and El Salvador. Because of possible ties in 
Honduras the GTC obtained for him a diplomatic passport~ 

Sympathy Action in Support of Louisiana Strikers o The 
Cuban-American Sugar Mills Company informs the Embassy 
it has been told frankly by the Minister of Labor that he 
proposes to close s eyes to the ban on shipments from 
mills or to its United States refineries. The Minister 
explained that the CIO and the AFL had supported Cuba in 
recent hearings on sugar before the United States House of 
Representatives and in return the Government was not going 
to act'against the ban, which was imposed in response to a 
CIa request.. No doubt lVIujal has had much to do with shaping 
the Government's views in this matter. 

. Communist nUnity" Line and the IX CW Congresso A 
controlled American sourCe has just made available a 
mimeographed Partido Socialista Popular (Communist) pamphlet 
on "The Situation of the Labor Movement, the Struggle for 
Unity and the em Congress". Thepampblet an interesting 
pointer to Cuban Communist policy in respect of the labor 
movement.. The pamphlet charges that the postponement of 
the CTC congress and "the prohibition of labor activities ••• 
decided by the leaders of the CTC and the Government ••• 
in reality are ordered and imposed by Yankee imperialism .. " 
It attacks the CW leadership and the "labor commissions tv , 

of the various political parti~s. But at the same time,~the 
pamphlet says: "Let us clarifYo •• we seek the united front 
with the members ,and affiliates of these labor commissions 
that wish to act on a class basis, on the basis of the 
defense ••• of labor' interests in general." App.arently, to 
judge from the pamphlet, the Communist are forming a network 
of "Committees in Defense of the Demands" to fUrther the 
interes'bs of the Party and the "united front" campaign; it 
is claimed that these committees haveha.d.much to do with 
recent strikes such as . that at Chaparra and Delicias and . I 
that of the Consolidated Railroads. There are also to be -.-J 
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~rmed nCommitte:s of the United Front"" 
I t~ explain the approach that was made to 

the body of this despatch. 

The pamphlet goes far I 
~·1arco Hirigoyen mentioned I 

Argentine Activities.. The two USL informants now report that 
the Argentine who approached them was named Emilio BLANCO.. The 
Embassy has no record of this person but will try to identify him. 
The USL sources add that Blanco was brought to them by Jose ~UffiMOL$ 
former ATLAS leader, who had inquired earlier whether he could 
join USL .. 

For the Charge d'Affaires ad interim: 

<1 

~
'./~~ 

"Juan de Zeng o<t~PJ.-"'r,.e,~ IV €I"" 

/ First Secre ar 


